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counter-terrorism-unit-posts-backing-for-extremists-online/ 
 

28.11.16 

 
A Case of Intra-PREVENT Discrimination by an Anti-Muslim Sun 
Journalist 
Coolness of Hind 
https://coolnessofhind.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/a-case-of-intra-prevent-
discrimination-by-an-anti-muslim-sun-journalist/#more-4093  
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29.11.16 

 
Even its staunchest advocates can see that Prevent is a busted flush 
Sammaya Afzal 
http://www.middleeasteye.net/columns/prevent-majid-nawaz-u-turn-
779144303 
 

30.11.16 

 
Deconstructing the “PREVENT is Safeguarding” Spin 
Coolness of Hind 
https://coolnessofhind.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/deconstructing-the-prevent-
is-safeguarding-spin/  
 
NUS Launches Helpline For Students Affected By ‘Racist’ And 
‘Ineffective’ Prevent Strategy 
Jasmin Gray 
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/nus-launches-helpline-for-students-
affected-by-racist-and-ineffective-prevent-
strategy_uk_583ee1e2e4b005cb990132ce 
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